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To accrue knowledge about decoration of any Brand Retail shop. As there are various players in the retail
business and more or less every player in the retail industry offers the same thing, thus every retail business
needs to be distinguishable from its industry competitors. Browsing internet about different product. Mens,
Ladies and kids. Visual Merchandising is new business etiquette which is growing popular nowadays. We
focus and break down the works. While setting up a retail store in a consumer market, visual merchandising
plays a vital, attractive and appealing role. To know how to give feedback. We appreciate your choosing us for
the assignment. Visual Merchandising is an important strategy formulating effective marketing decision to
increase the sales of the retail stores. We are honored for your kind helping in this project. Differentiate the
entire product, i. To be familiar with the raw materials of a Brand Retail shop. The different colors express our
versatility and the leaves represents the freshness. To prepare ourselves to cope up with various kinds of
situations. From luxury and fashion brands to discount and dollar stores, the magazine focuses on design
strategies, technology applications, in-store marketing, new product resources and global design trends that
collectively build engaging customer experiences in the bricks-and-mortar store environment. Rahela
Tabassum, Associate Professor for their conceptual and procedural assistance to me in the formative stages of
our project. Sign Up Visual Merchandising Enhances the Shopper Experience design:retail is the leading
resource for the industry, featuring projects, trends, news and products that are essential for visual
merchandisers. In this presentation we want to show a large retail shop, where all fashionable product is
available as per customers demand and establish a retail brand to all over the world. To judge the market and
take strong decisions about the product and shop. Related Papers. I express my heartfelt appreciation to them
for their precious advice and valuable guidance throughout my project. To understand presentation. The
business outcomes transfigured from the assessments include customer satisfaction, repurchase intention,
cross purchase tendency, store loyalty and recommendation of the retail store to others. This report is based on
the observations and inferences entirely compiled by me. Open back window, Close back window, hanger
display, rack display, mannequins etc. Pick up the best placement of the store. This study will help retail store
managers and supervisors to improvise on the weak dimension of their particular store and simultaneously
drive the store towards increased sales and customer satisfaction. Various element of Visual Merchandising
helps in achieving customer satisfaction and its impact on customer buying decisions. Our Logo: Every
business organization has a logo. Hera we would like to introduce new vision, which is inspired from the
course of Visual Merchandising. We hope long live among us and good wish for your coming days.


